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certain additional data, were issued in COM.TEX/42. This document contains
summaries of additional submissions Drovided to the Secratariat
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COM.TEX/42, certain additional data on production, employment, trade, etc.,
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and 167 as well as information on the evolution of restrictions under
MFA I, II and III extracted from GATT documents have also been included.

2. The summaries are presented on a country-by-country basis in
alphabetical order as set out in the Table of Contents below. To the extent
possible, the information has been arranged under a set of general headings
which correspond as closely as possible to those in the questionnaires.

3. The notes set out on pages 1 and 2 of COM.TEX/42 apply equally to this
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FINLAND

(A) AUTONOMOUS ADJUSTMENT PROCESSES

(a) Changes in production, industrial structures, employment, etc.

l. Production

The level of production in the Finnish textiles industry, based on a
volume index, shows a recurring trend of growth and decline over the past
twelve years. The periods of highest production were achieved in 1975
and 1979/1980. In recent years production levels have declined steadily
with the indices for 1983 and 1984 falling to the lowest levels during the
entire 1973-1984 period.

The clothing industry provides some contrast to the developments in
textiles. Again based on a volume index, production of clothing remained
quite steady between 1973 and 1978 but achieved substantial growth in 1979
and.1981. Production levels fell back in 1983-1984 but remained well above
the levels of the 1970s.

Production

1975=100
II

1973 11974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 i981 11982 | 1983 4

Textiles 90 98 100 96 92 90 100 101 95 90 86 98
Clothing 95 97 100l 102 99 99 1092 Ili 121 120 112 111

2. Employment

The number of persons employed in the Finnish textiles industry has
declined steadily over a number of years. During the decade up to 1984, the
drop amounted to 10,000 workers or 36 per cent of the total textiles
industry workforce. In the clothing industry, employment levels increased
up to 1975 after which moderate declines occurred. The decline in clothing
industry employment between 1975 and 1984 amounted to 5,000 workers or
14 per cent of the total.

Employment
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3. Number of establishments

The total number of establishments in the textiles industry changed
very little between 1975 and 1983 although there was considerable
fluctuation in the interim period. The lowest point was reached during
the 1982 recession but considerable improvement occurred in 1983. In the
clothing industry, in sharp contrast to textiles, the number of
establishments increased in 1982 by 24 units or 5.5 per cent followed by a
decline of 20 units in 1983. On balance, the clothing industry, as in
textiles, showed little net changes in the decade up to 1983.

Number of Establishments

4. Investment

Based on an index of investment, the levels for the textiles and
clothing industries combined reached their lowest levels in 1977 followed by
regular growth up to 1982, more than doubling over this five-year period.
Investment in 1983, however, fell sharply from the levels reached in the
preceding three years.

Fixed Investments Index

5. Productivity

Both the textiles and clothing industries have achieved substantial
improvements in productivity over the twelve-year period, 1973-1984. In
the textiles industry, major advances occurred in 1981 and 1984 while in the
clothing industry, large increases were achieved in 1979, 1981 and 1984.

(units)

1960 1970 1975 1980 1982 1983

Textiles 343 329 298 307 286 303
Clothing 450 468 438 437 461 441

1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983

Textiles
and 119 144 100 76 62 94 97 115 117 137 101

Clothing
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Productivity Index

(1975=100-)

1973 1974 1975 19716 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984

Textiles 85 90 100 103 106 111 120 112 120 122 125 132
Clothing 97 97 100 105 106 109 115 117 130 133 129 131

(b) Evolution of the markets

1. Balance of trade and levels

Finland has experienced a general declining trend in textiles trade
since 1980. During the period 1980-1984 textile imports fell 28 per cent
while exports declined more moderately, by 19 per cent, with the result that
the consistently negative textiles trade balance has been substantially
reduced. In clothing trade, imports have shown little net change in
the 1980s in spite of annual fluctuations. Exports have dropped sharply
from the peak level of 1980, reached their lowest point in 1983 and achieved
moderate growth in 1984. The positive trade balance in clothing has fallen
considerably in 1982 and 1983 and stabilized in 1984.

Imports, Exports and Balance of Trade

__US$ millions)

Trade in MFA Textiles 1973 1978 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984

Textiles Imports 257 366 604 525 500 453 433
Exports 66 113 187 164 159 143 151
Balance --191 -253 -417 -360 -340 -310 -282

Clothing Imports 52 92 199 181 192 181 194
Exports 193 398 657 697 588 457 467
Balance 141 307 458 515 396 274 273

Source: UN Trade Data Tapes

2. Direction of trade

Over 80 per cent of textile imports and, on average, over 70 per cent
of textile exports are traded with other developed MFA members. Textiles
exports to non-members increused until 1981, reaching 30 per cent but
declined during the following three years. Clothing trade is also dominated
by developed members although a declining trend is noticeable. Almost one
quarter of clothing imports and about one third of exports is traded with
non-MFA members.
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Shares of Selected Country Groupings in Total Imports and
Exports of Textiles and Clothing (in per cent)

TEXTILES 1973 1978 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984

MFA members'
Developed 84 87 83 84 83 81 82

.IMPORTS Developing 4 4 6 6 8 9 9

FROM ETA members 2 2 3 4 3 3 3

China 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.6 0.7 0.7
Non-MFA members il 6 7 6 6 7 6

MFA members

Developed 83 32 76 66 67 74 78

EXPORTS Developing 1 1 1 0.9 1 1 0.8

TO ETA members 0.6 3 1 0.5 2 1 2

China n n

Non-MFA members 15 15 22 32 30 23 19

CLOTHING

MFA members

Developed 65 60 53 50 48 49 52

IMPORTS Developing 10 18 17 22 22 18 16

FROM ETA members 0.6 4 5 5 4 4 4

China 0.5 1 2 2 3 4 4

Non-MFA members 24 17 23 21 24 25 24

MFA members

Developed 83 82 78 59 64 69 64

EXPORTS Developing n n n n n n n

TO ETA members n n n n 0.1 0.2 0.5
China

Non-MFA members 17 18 22 41 36 30 36

at October 1985.¹The term "members" relates to MFA III membership as
n = negligible
Source: UN Trade Data Tapes
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(B) GOVERNMENT MEASURES

Finland maintains no government measures specifically for the textiles
and clothing industries. It also maintains no general measures aimed at the
restructuring of enterprises nor to encourage businesses to move into more
viable lines of production or other sectors of the economy. In addition,
measures designed to deal with problems arising from the closure of plants
are directed towards labour adaptation in areas such as retraining courses,
unemployment grants and early retirement schemes.

The textiles, clothing and leather industries have benefitted from the
following types of grants, interest subsidies, etc., in 1984 which are the
only types of measures available to these industries:

millin Fmk As % of industrymillion Fmk total

Export promoting 15 5%
Regional development 42 9%
Research and development 2 2%

Total 59 7%

The year 1984 is typical and illustrates the structure and quantity of
government measures during several previous years. The impact of these
measures in the recent years can be described as follows:

Measures related to export promotion, Fmk 15 million, constitute
0.3 per cent of the value of the exports of these branches. About
550 textiles and clothing enterprises have received this kind of financing
in the recent years.

Measures designed to serve regional development policy, Fmk 42 million,
constitute 0.3 per cent of the gross value of production in these branches.
Annually about 150-200 enterprises have benefitted from such financing and
it has contributed to the adjustment process in the textiles and clothing
industries.

(C) MARKET ACCESS

(a) Evolution of restrictions since the coming into force of MFA

MFA I

Under Article 2:1 Finland notified quota arrangements included in
bilateral agreements with Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Poland and Romania, and
an import surveillance system based on a licensing agreement with Korea.
During MFA I, Finland maintained its quota arrangements with the People's
Republic of China, Poland and Romania, and the licenses agreement with
Korea, and terminated other pre-MFA restrictions. During this period it
concluded bilateral agreements with Hong Kong effective since 1976 and with
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Macao effective since June 1977. Agreements concluded during 1974-77 were
for one-year periods. Base levels in these agreements were higher than past
trade or past restraints. They provided for swing between 6 per cent and
7 per cent and carryover and carry forward between 10 per cent/5 per cent and
11 per cent/6 per cent.

MFA II

During MFA II restrictions maintained with respect to imports from
Poland were liberalized on the conclusion of a free-trade-area agreement.
Previous restrictions maintained with respect to imports from Korea were
terminated, and replaced by an agreement under the MFA with a smaller product
coverage than contained in the licensing agreement. Bilateral agreements
were also concluded with Hong Kong, India, Macao, Malaysia, Singapore,
Romania and Thailand.

Product coverage in agreements has been limited to a few sensitive
items, namely woven blouses, shirts, briefs and drawers and bed-linen. In
the case of Korea, the agreement covering stockings, outergarments, coats,
jackets, dresses, blouses and shirts, was accompanied by the termination of
all residual restrictions in existence under the licensing agreement.
Agreements concluded during MFA II were for longer than one-year periods.
Base levels were higher than past trade or past restraint. In one case where
quotas were lower than past restraint, with growth of 0.5 per cent and swing
1 per cent, the reductions were restored in the succeeding agreement. Growth
in agreements varied between 1 and 4 per cent, swing, where applicable,
between 5 and 6 per cent and carryover and carry forward between
10 per cent/5 per cent and Il per cent/6 per cent.

MFA III

All tle agreements concluded under MFA II have been renewed under
MFA III. Coverage for the new agreements with Hong Kong, Singapore and
Thailand remained the same as before. Coverage for the new agreements with
Macao, Korea and India have expanded to cover a few additional items.
Malaysia's previous agreement has been replaced by a consultation agreement.
With respect to China, a new long-term trade agreement covering a few
clothing items has been concluded for the period 1983-1986. In 1982, an
emergency measure was taken by Finland under Article 3:6 of MFA on imports of
T-shirts from Pakistan. This was subsequently converted into an Article 4
agreement.

Growth provisions in Finland's bilateral agreements take account of the
MVP provisions of the MFA. Growth rates have ranged between 0.5 per cent and
4 per cent, varying both with product and suppliers. Some improvements have
been possible in the growth provided in these agreements over time. Swing
among restraints is generally at 5 per cent, carryover and carry forward at
10/5 per cent or above.
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GUATEMLA

(A) STATUS OF THE INDUSTRIES

(a) Changes in production, industrial structures, employment, etc.

1. Industrial structures

The majority of the producers in Guatemala are vertically integrated in
weaving and finishing. Plants which may be considered large from the point
of view of installed capacity are horizontally integrated from spinning
which may be explained by the technology used and the production capacity.
Firms which may be classified as small or medium sized from the point of
view of installed capacity and production, are vertically integrated. The
major achievements in structural improvement in industry can be seen in
general in the large firms with their installations, work areas, offices,
communication and data processing equipment, recreation rooms and areas,
services, etc. As far as factory closures are concerned, a number have
occurred in the field of knitted fabrics. Where firms have overcome
financial and other problems this has helped them expand and, at the same
time, consolidate their activities. Existing knitted fabrics factories have
opened new plain fabric plants.

2. Employment and establishments

There are 260 undertakings in the Guatemala textiles and clothing
industry which have been officially recorded. According to the National
Directory of Industrial Establishments there are more than this number, but
others are rot officially recorded. These 260 undertakings employ 5,870
persons. The clothing industry accounts for 60 per cent of the undertaking
and 45 per cent of employment.

Industry Sectors Number of No. of persons
Industry Sectors undertakings employed

01 Spun, woven and finished textile 59 2,010
products

02 Made-up articles of textile materials, 23 559
except clothing

03 Manufacture of knitted fabrics 14 528

04 Manufacture of carpets and carpeting 2 38

05 Manufacture of sacks, bags and ropes 6 111

06 Manufacture of clothing 156 2,624

TOTAL 260 5,870
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As regards installed capacity, the industry generally operates in the
range of 60 per cent to 90 per cent of installed capacity. This situation
is attributable to world inflation which naturally affects domestic
undertakings. Undertakings that utilize 90 per cent of their capacity are
the larger ones, which are few in number.

The domestic industry has made forward-looking investments to expand
and renovate installed capacity so as to ensure adjustment in the textile
and clothing industries to changes in the international market, and to
maintain its relative competitive capacity in the international market.

5. Development of the industries

Productivity improvement in the industry is a basic method for
achieving development in this field. The techniques introduced into the
industry such as vocational training of both the technical and general
workers, backed up by short courses or engagement of skilled workers in the
field, have led to an overall improvement.

As regards industry-funded education and training programmes, training
activities are considered each year. At the domestic level, preparation and
training is carried out in the Training and Productivity Institute
(INTECAP), which is funded by private enterprise and the government, while
at external level and in very few cases, technical personnel travel abroad.

Export promotion programmes undertaken by industry are carried out at
the domestic level through publicity in the various communications media -
the press in general and television - and at the international level through
market examination, presentation of samples and documentary material, and
participation in trade fairs relating to the textiles and clothing
industries so as to maintain participation and competition outside the
Central American area.

(b) Developments in trade

1. Trade levels and balances

With few exceptions, Guatemala's textiles and clothing trade balances
have been negative during the past decade. In the textiles trade, sharp
increases in exports produced positive balances in 1980 and 1981, however,
growing imports reversed this situation in 1982. In the clothing trade,
higher imports in 1981 to 1983 increased the negative balance from the
levels of earlier years.
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Imports, Exports and Balance of Trade

(US$ millions)

and Clothing 1973 1978 1980 1981 1982 1983

Textiles Imports 22 38 29 39 52 43
Exports 20 32 59 45 44 43
Balance -2 -6 30 6 -8 O

Clothing Imports 8 20 17 22 26 27
Exports 7 14 17 8 15 14
Balance -1 -6 ! -14 -11 -12

Source: UN Trade Data Tapes

2. Direction of trade

Since 1973 textile imports from developed MFA members increased up
to 1980-1981 then tended to decline. The opposite situation occurred with
respect to imports from developing members which reached their lowest
percentage levels in 1980 but have since almost completely returned to
the 1973 percentages. Textile exports are shipped primarily to non-MFA
members followed by developing members. Clothing imports are sourced mainly
and increasingly in developing members. There has been a sharp increase in
clothing exports to developed members from 3 per cent in 1981 to 39 per cent
in 1982. Exports to developing members generally account for over 40 per
cent of total exports. Non-MFA members which received over half of clothing
exports in 1973 and 1980 fell to 20 per cent in 1982-1983.
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Shares of Selected Country Groupings in Total Imports and
Exports of Textiles and Clothing (in per cent)

TEXTILES 1973 1978 1980 1981 1982 1983
MFA members'
Developed 35 40 65 59 41 30

MPORTS Developing 51 44 16 28 41 49

FROM ETA members 0.8 0.4 1 1

China n 0.1 0.2

Non-MFA members 14 15 18 12 18 21

MFA members

Developed 13 17 14 7 12 10

EXPORTS Developing 38 41 39 33 31 32

TO ETA members

China

Non-MFA members 49 41 47 60 57 57

CLOTHING

MFA members

Developed 17 19 24 17 7 il

IMPORTS Developing 62 57 50 62 73 70

FROM ETA members 0.4 0.9 n 0.6
China n n n

Non-MFA members 20 24 26 20 20 19

MFA members

Developed 5 5 2 3 39 36

EXPORTS Developing 41 47 45 60 41 44

TO ETA members

China

Non-MFA members 53 48 53 37 20 20

¹The term "members" relates
October 1985.

n = negligible
Source: UN Trade Data Tapes

to MFA III membership as at
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(B) GOVERMMENT MEASURES

The official measures taken by the Guatemalan Government are of a
general nature, except for some specific decisions which are implemented
under trade agreements. As regards the textiles industry, for example,
Guatemala has concluded a trade arrangement with the United States
Government. Also, the industry's products can be covered by the GSP scheme
of the European Economic Community and to a lesser extent the Canadian
scheme; this situation is an encouraging factor for the domestic industry.
The situation is different under the United States-Caribbean Basin
arrangement which does not envisage such preferential arrangements for these
products.

Economic and social policies and measures are aimed at the various
sectors involved in the production process, and not any particular sector,
with a view to ensuring the country's economic stabilization.

Guatemala's labour legislation is designed in general to afford
protection to industrial workers by offsetting economic inequality and
ensuring legal protection. In this connection workers have certain
rights such as the right of permanent association, with a view to
economic and social improvement, and the right to benefits deriving from the
labour legislation - compensation, holidays, end-of-year bonuses, salary
adjustments and overtime pay.

As regards direct redundancy of workers, under the labour legislation
the burden of proof is on the employer, and vice versa in the case of
indirect redundancy. Retirement benefits in industry take account of a
maximum of five years for every fifteen years worked. Labour legislation
takes account of regional policy, integrating this situation from the legal
and social aspect.

Within Guatemala's productive system, modernization and rationalization
schemes are set up to take account of changes in the international
structure. In the event of closures, legislation stipulates that the
undertaking must cover its labour bill before liquidation, and this covers
benefits established by law. As regards unemployment, existing legislation
establishes some measure of protection in regard to the enterprise.

Nevertheless, in certain industrial sectors provision has been made for
encouraging and supporting the production of goods and services and for
moving into other more viable lines of production in response to
international changes. The relevant legislation is flexible and allows
enterprises which are less competitive internationally because of their
operating conditions to participate in other sectors of the economy when the
time is appropriate.
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(C) GENERAL STATEMENT

Textiles and clothing are important in the industrial sector. The
economic and social policies of the Guatenalan Government are of a general
character and have not allowed an adequate strengthening of this industry,
so that there is some dependency on imported products. This situation is
currently being exacerbated by the shortage of foreign exchange and monetary
and exchange measures have therefore been taken which further affect trade
operations because of the shortage of raw materials originating in third
countries. Efforts are nevertheless being made to maintain industrial
activity in both of these sectors. Restrictions and other economic measures
have a direct impact on efforts to obtain a favourable advantage in the
field of competition, as does the failure to pursue adjustment policies.
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INDIA

(A) STATUS OF THE INDUSTRIES

(a) Changes in production, industrial structures, employment, etc.

1. General description

The textiles industry in India is one of the oldest in the country,
having significant importance in the industrial production and in exports.
It comprises not only the organized mill sector but also decentralized
sectors including handlooms, powerlooms and khadi. The industry is further
divided into segments depending on the fibre predominantly used i.e. cotton,
artsilk, man-made fibres, wool, silk, etc. All the sectors of production
together produced about 11.76 billion metres of cloth in 1983/1984.

By virtue of its size, employment potential and its contribution to the
domestic product, the cotton textiles sector dominates the textiles
industry, followed by the man-made fibre sector and the woollen sector.
India follows the multi-fibre policy in regard to cotton, man-made fibre and
woollen industries.

2. Production

The trends in production within the various sectors have not been
consistent over the past seven years with growth being experienced in some
areas and decline in others. Total fabric production increased in 1980-1981
by 5.8 pe- cent, remained steady in 1981-1982 but declined by 3.3 per cent
in 1982-1983. The following year total fabric production grew by 10.8 per
cent in volume to reach 11,764 million metres.

Staple made Handloom &

Cotton spun Total Mill-made blended powerloom fibres Total
Year yarn yarn of spun cotton mixed blended/& fabrics cloth

million blended yarn cloth man-mad million
kgs yarn million million woollen cloth decentralized metres

million kgs metres fabrics million sector
kgs million metres million metres

metres

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

1977-78 843 305 1,148 3,144 922 4,355 1,022 9,513
1978-79 947 32: 1,271 3,317 1,011 ! 5,023 1,357 10,708
1979-80 951 266 1,217 3,231 854 4.933 1,363 10,382
1980-81 1,067 231 1,298 3,434 734 5,477 1,346 10,988
1981-82 989 260 1,249 2,923 885 5,718 1,455 10,981
1982-83 999 219 1,218 2,393 739 6,720 1,362 10,614
1983-84 1,118 289 1,327 2,718 ! 797 6,532 1,717 11,764
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3. The sectors of the textiles industry

(a) Mill sector

At the end of March 1984, the mill sector comprised 639 cotton spinning
mill and 281 composite mills adding up to a total of 920 units. The total
spindleage installed at the end of March 1984 was 24.28 millions. The
number of looms installed in the mill sector at the end of March 1984
amounted to 210 thousand as against 196 thousand in 1951. This would
indicate that in terms of installed capacity there has been no significant
expansion in the weaving sector and the increase in the production of cloth
by mills has been largely on account of replacement of old looms with
relatively modern and more productive looms.

(b) Powerloom sector

The number of powerlooms working in the decentralized sector at the end
of December 1984 is estimated to be 637,044, out of which 419,703 looms are
working in the cotton sector and the balance of 217,341 looms are working 'n
the non-cotton sector.

(c) Handloom sector

Handloom is by far the most important cottage industry in India spread
throughout the country in almost every village and provides employment
to a sizeable number of people. About 10 million people depend either fully
or partly on handloom for their livelihood. It is the main source of
village economy next to agriculture. This sector accounts for nearly
30 per cent of cotton textiles produced in the country with over
3,891,000 handlooms. The work is generally undertaken in the weaver's home
itself. With it sizeable production capacity it provides employment not
only in handloom weaving and associated activities but also in technical,
commercial and service sectors linked to handlooms.

(d) Other sectors

There is a small sector in India which is called the Khadi sector where
the yarn is spun by hand and the cloth woven on handlooms. In the
production of Khadi, yarns of cotton, wool and silk are used. This sector
alone produced over 102.75 million square metres of Khadi cloth
in 1983-1984.

There is yet another sector which is engaged in the production of pure
silk cloth. India ranks third among the silk producing countries in the
world. This sector plays a significant rôle in creating rural employment
and promoting exports.
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1983-1984 Sector-Wise Production of Fabrics

(In million metres)

Sector Cotton Blends Artsilk J Total

Mill 2,718 794 3 3,515

Handloom 2,921 41 32 2,994

Powerloom 3,126 444 1,685 5,255

TOTAL 8,765 1,279 1,720 11,764

4. The clothing industry

There has not been any organized clothing industry in India for quite
some time and the production of garments is mostly undertaken in the cottage
sector. However, recently the production of garments has increased
substantially. After feeding the domestic requirement of garments, India
has been able to export garments worth Re 7,346.2 million in 1983-1984.

(b) Developments in trade

1. General developments

The exports of Indian textiles increased in terms of value from
Re 12,072 million in 1983-1984 to Re 18,005.3 million in 1984-1985.
Quantitatively exports achieved only a marginal growth rate over the period.
The value of exports increased because of the general phenomenon of global
increases in prices. India's exports have been affected by the policies of
individual importing countries.

The main feature of India's clothing exports is that they are centered
in limited territorial regions, i.e. the EEC, the United States and Japan.
Even in these areas the exports are limited to only popular items like
shirts, blouses, dresses, skirts and trousers. With the imposition of hard
quota limits and the meticulous administration by importing countries, there
is very little chance of increasing India's export of these item in these
areas.
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2. Trade balances and levels

India has maintained positive balances in both
trade during the period data is available.

textiles and clothing

Imports, Exports and Balance and Trade

(US$ millions)

Trade in MFA Textiles
and Clothing 1973 1978 1980

Textiles Imports 12 49 69
Exports 327 528 769
Balance 315 479 700

Clothing Imports
Exports 100 398 522
Balance 100 398 522

Source: UN Trade Data Tapes
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Shares of Selected Country Groupings in Total Imports and

TEXTILES 1973 1978 1980

MFA members¹

Developed 68 84 70

IMPORTS Developing 6 5 7

FROM ETA members 0.4 2 2

China 0.4 3

Non-MFA members 24 9 18

MFA members

Developed 51 57 57

EXPORTS Developing 15 6 5

TO ETA members 4 3 2

China

Non-MFA members 30 34 36

CLOTHING

MFA members

Developed 81 65 63

IMPORTS Developing 6 18 7

FROM ETA members 7 2

China 4

Non-MFA members 6 17 24

MFA members

Developed 56 80 71

EXPORTS Developing 4 1 1

TO ETA members 3 0.6 0.6
China

Non-MFA members 36 18 27

¹The term "members" relates to MFA III membership as at
October 1985.

n = negligible
Source: UN Trade Data Tapes
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(B) GOVERNMENT POLICIES AND MEASURES

The Government has continuously reviewed the policy measures for the
development of the textiles industry and has announced a programme
containing the objectives for the industry and the approach for its
development. The last textiles policy was announced by the Government in
June 1985. Prior to this, the textiles policy of 1981 set a number of
objectives. While each of these objectives was important, the multiplicity
of objectives had facilitated the achievement of the main task of the
textiles industry i.e. to increase the production of cloth of acceptable
quality at reasonable prices to meet the clothing requirement of the growing
population. In the latest textiles policy, announced in June 1985, the
approach to the textiles industry would also be guided by this main
objective. In the pursuance of this objective, the improvement in export
potential shall be kept in view. The availability of cloth at affordable
prices for the poor sections of the population shall be augmented.

Under the new textiles policy, an integrated view has been taken of the
textiles industry instead of treating it in a compartmentalized manner
either in terms of various sectors, namely, organized mills, powerlooms and
handlooms or in terms of fibre use, namely, cotton textiles, woollen
textiles, man-made textiles and silk textiles. Such a restricted view in
the past inhibited the use of technology and production flexibility. For
achieving the main objective of the textiles policy, the policy envisages
elimination of the previously existing structural rigidities in the
industry. Restructuring of the textiles industry has also been proposed,
covering inter alia, the following three main dimensions:

(a) the industry shall be viewed in terms of the stages of its
manufacturing process, namely, spinning, weaving and processing;

(b) the industry shall be provided with fuller flexibility in the use of
various fibres; and

(c) the industry shall be subject to more pragmatic policies regarding
creation or contraction of capacities by units in order to increase
competition and promote a healthy growth in the industry.

C. MEASURES TAKEN UNDER THE NEW TEXTILES POLICY

While suggesting several measures for optimum utilization of the
spinning and processing sectors, the policy has stressed the preservation of
the distinct and unique rôle of the handloom sector in the weaving of
fabrics. The growth and development of handlooms shall receive priority.
The composite mills and powerlooms shall, as far as possible, be treated at
par and allowed to compete on the basis of their inherent strength and
capabilities. Following are some of the important steps taken for the
implementation of the new policy:

(i) In order to preserve the unique rôle of handlooms and enable them to
realize their full potential, also to ensure higher earnings for the
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handloom weavers, several schemes for the development of handlooms
have been initiated. These schemes would provide assistance for
the modernization of handlooms, technology upgrading, availability of
yarn and other inputs and the marketing of handloom products.

(ii) Protection to handlooms will be provided by reserving products for
their exclusive production in the handloom sector under the
"Handlooms (Reservation of Articles for Production) Act 1985".

(iii) Welfare schemes like the contributory thrift fund scheme and
workshed-cum-housing scheme have been launched with a view to
improving the working conditions of handloom weavers.

(iv) Full fibre flexibility between the cotton textiles and the man-made
textiles had already been allowed. Steps for bringing about greater
flexibility in the use of wool by cotton and man-made textile
industries have also been initiated.

(v) Fiscal levies on certain man-made fibres/yarn have already been
reduced in order to encourage their increased production and
consumption in the country.

(vi) Ban on creationof City by new unitsand expansion of capacity by
existing units has already been lifted so as to realize economies of
scale in order to reduce cost of production.

(vii) A Standing Advisory Committee on modernization of the textiles
industry has been set up at the national level. This Committee will
consider modernization needs of the industry on a continuous basis
and will suggest suitable measures for meeting them.

(viii) Steps for compulsory registration of powerlooms in the unorganized
sector with a view to increasing their productivity and efficiency
have already been initiated.

(ix) Necessary changes in the export policy for cotton yarn and in the
quota policy for garments have been brought about for increasing the
share of Indian Textiles in the international market on healthy
lines.

(x) In order to bridge the increasing trade deficit by stepping up
exports, it has been decided to implement a scheme for the setting up
of 100 per cent export oriented units.

(xi) A Co-ordination Council for the Textile Research Association has been
set up and the following priority areas for research have been
identifed:

(a) energy conservation measures in the industry;
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(b) improvement in the quality to boost the export effort;

(c) providing cheaper and more durable fabrics for internal
consumption;

(d) research on textile machinery;

(e) improvements in the Handloom sector.

A number of research projects of national importance are being
undertaken to meet these objectives.
(D) MARKET ACCESS

Apart from bilateral quota limitations, there are other tariff and
non-tariff barriers which are affecting India's exports of textiles. In
contrast to this India has liberalized the import of synthetic fibre,
filament yarn, machines for garments and made-ups, spinning and weaving
machines etc., which are supplied by developed countries. All these items
are placed on the Open Ceneral Licensing System, i.e. without any import
restrictions.
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JAMAICA

(A) STATUS OF THE INDUSTRIES

(a) Changes in production, industrial structures, employment, etc.

1. Production

In Jamaica there are two textile mills, one a finishing/cotton
polyester mill and the other a cotton mill. Currently only the latter is in
operation at a capacity of 4.3 million square yards of fabric with output
solely for the domestic market. Clothing production in Jamaica is expanding
beyond the traditional domestic and regional markets through the development
of outward processing arrangements with United States manufacturers.

Production (indices)

1973=100

1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983

Textiles and
Clothing 70 51 50 36 42 39

Source: COM.TEX/W/157 and 173

Based on the index of production, Jamaica's level of production
decreased by almost two-thirds between 1973-1981 with very slight
improvement being experienced in 1982 and 1983 from the 1981 level.

(b) Developments in trade

1. Balance of trade and levels

Jamaica's textiles imports reached their highest levels in 1978
and 1981 but declined substantially in 1983. As exports of textiles have
remained at very moderate levels, Jamaica has experienced a regular and
substantial negative trade balance in textiles. Jamaica's clothing trade
remained close to a balance up to 1981; however, in 1982 exports increased
while imports dropped slightly producing a sizable positive trade balance.
In 1983, while exports remained at the same level, imports doubled, thereby
reducing the positive balance.
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Imports, Exports and Balance of Trade

Source: UN Trade Data Tapes

2. Direction of trade

Jamaica's textile imports are sourced primarily in developed members,
averaging almost 80 per cent in the 1980-1983 period. While clothing
imports were mainly sourced in non-MFA members up to 1982, the situation was
substantially changed in 1983 in favour of developed members. Jamaica's
clothing exports are shipped primarily to developed members with non-MFA
members being the second principal destination.

(US$ millions)

Trade in MFA Textiles
and Clothing 1973 1978 1980 1981 1982 1983

Textiles Imports 35 50 35 48 45 29
Exports 2 1
Balance -34 -49 -34 -46 -45 -28

Clothing Imports 7 5 6 6 5 10
Exports 5 4 7 7 18 18
Balance -2 -1 1 1 13 8
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2. Direction of trade

Shares of Selected Country Groupings in Total Imports and
Exports of Textiles and Clothing (in per cent)

TEXTILES 1973 1978 1980 1981 1982 1983

MFA members¹
Developed 92 76 74 77 80 82

IMPORTS Developing 5 10 13 13 10 13
FROM ETA members n n n n n n

China n 0.6 1 0.6 0.4 n

Non-MFA members 3 13 12 10 9 5

MFA members

Developed 36 57 17 70 10 19

EXPORTS Developing 0.3 n 35 0.7 6 3

TO ETA members n n

China - n n n

Non-MFA members 64 43 48 23 84 77

CLOTHING

MFA members

Developed 24 17 26 20 38 81

IMPORTS Developing 4 2 0.7 1 3 3

FROM ETA members n n n

China n 0.1 n n

Non-MFA members 72 79 69 75 50 16
MFA members

Developed 71 68 53 40 62 75

EXPORTS Developing 0.1 0.1 1 n n n

TO ETA members n n n

China n n n

Non-MFA members 28 32 46 58 33 25

¹The term "members" relates to MFA III membership as at October 1985.
n = negligible
Note: Percentages may not add up to 100 as some trade was classified

in an "N.E.S. category.
Source: UN Trade Data Tapes
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(B) GOVERNMENT MEASURES

Jamaica has undertaken a structural adjustment programme where the
major emphasis is transforming the economy from as import-substitution
model to one which is export led. In this regard the Jamaican government
has identified seven priority sub-sectors with substantial export
possibilities. The apparel sub-sector is one of those identified and has
taken the lead in terms of employment and export earnings.

(C) INCREASED ACCESS TO THE MARKET

The deregulation of the economy has made it possible for a wide variety
of imported goods to be brought into the market. Some local garment
manufacturers have been finding it difficult to compete and have been
concentrating instead on "807 type" operations.
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MALAYSIA

(A) STATUS OF THE INDUSTRIES

(a) Changes in production, industrial structures, employment, etc.

1. Production

Malaysia's textiles and clothing production, based on an index, showed
a general upward trend between 1978 and 1981; however, in 1982 the level of
production declined sharply to the lowest point in this five-year period.

Production Index

The volume of production in certain categories of textiles and clothing
products during the first seven months of 1985 is indicated in the following
table.

Production of Textiles and Appafiel

Yarn of Xnitted Knitted Trousers- Shirts- Blouses- Dresses-
Cotton synthetic Knitted sport socks and men's men's women'sa women's

Period cloth fibre fabric shirts stockings and boys and boys and girls and girls

'000 '000 '000 '000 '000 '000
Metres Tonnes Metres No. Pairs No. No.

January 16,116 3,525 1,028 118 1,807 1,185 2,301 1,092 261

February 12,326 3,395 602 166 1,575 368 1,578 462 282

March 15,911 4,089 1,355 79 2,081 696 1,731 964 283

April 15,411 4,019 1,641 358 1,824 734 1,693 795 146

May 15,740 4,011 1,442 172 1,800 825 1,780 1,452 180

June 13,200 4,026 1,047 121 1,455 740 1,632 733 112

July 15,226 4,156 1,420 214 1,957 852 1,812 1,114 133
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2. Employment

During the period, January-March 1985 there were 23,445 employees in
the Malaysian textiles industry and 24,940 in the clothing industry.

(b) Developments in trade

1. Balance of trade and levels

Malaysia has maintained a negative trade balance in textiles which
increased between 1978 and 1981 by almost two-thirds. It was reduced
in 1982 when imported declined while exported increased. The balance in
clothing trade has been positive and has almost doubled between 1978
and 1982 as exported increased more rapidly than imported.

Imports, Exports and Balance of Trade

(US$ millions)

Trade in MFA Textiles 1973 1978 1980 1981 1982
and Clothing

Textiles Importe 131 175 290 286 274
Exports 23 92 178 147 151
Balance -108 -84 -112 -139 -123

Clothing Imports il 24 33 37 41
Exports 21 80 125 130 143
Balance 10 56 91 92 102

Source: UN Trade Data Tapes

2. Direction of trade

Textile imports during the 1980-1982 period were almost equally divided
between developed and developing MFA members. Textile exports are broadly
based with about one quarter shipped to non-MFA members, about one-third to
developing members and about 40 per cent to developed members. Clothing
imports are sourced primarily in developing members, averaging just
over 70 per cent. Clothing exports are even more concentrated with
over 90 per cent, on average, going to developed members.
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Shares of Selected Country Groupings in Total Imports and
Exports of Textiles and Clothing (in per cent)

TEXTILES 1973 1978 1980 1981 1982

MFA members

Developed 52 41 36 37 40

IMPORTS Developing 30 35 36 38 37

FROM ETA members 0.5 0.3 0.3 0.7 0.4

China 5 6 7 8 6

Non-MFA members 12 18 20 18 18

MFA members

Developed 30 55 41 39 42

EXPORTS Developing 35 26 33 37 35

TO ETA members 0.5 0.1 0.2 0.3

China 0.5 0.5 0.3 0.3

Non-MFA members 34 19 25 24 22

CLOTHING

MFA members

Developed 19 10 il 15 15

IMPORTS Developing 61 74 71 69 72

FROM ETA members 0.9 0.4 n 0.1 0.1

China 8 9 il il 8

Non-MFA members 10 6 5 6 5

MFA members

Developed 94 93 93 90 88

EXPORTS Developing 5 3 3 4 6

TO ETA members n 0.7 2 3

China n

Non-MFA members 0.6 3 4 4 4

¹The term "members" relates to MFA III membership as at October 1985.
n = negligible
Source: UN Trade Data Tapes
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PERU

(A) STATUS OF THE INDUSTRIES

(a) Changes in production, industrial structures, employnent, etc.

1. General developments

In Peru, the textiles and clothing industries were among the most
important in the country's manufacturing output. Over the period 1980-1983
these industries represented between 11 and 12 per cent of industrial gross
domestic product and continued to account for the highest level of
employment in manufacturing industry: 52 per cent in 1980 and 60 per cent
in 1981.

Rapid expansion of production capacity as a result of new machinery
acquisition and modernization of existing installations has had favourable
and non-favourable effects in these industries. The favourable effect is
that these industries have become important both in the national economy and
for supplying products to other countries. At the same time, the
unfavourable effect has been excessively high indebtedness on the part of
various undertakings. This situation was further compounded by the search
for economic resources in order to offset the losses incurred in 1982
and 1983 as a result of the severe international recession, as well as the
Ninno current which in late 1983 caused climatic alterations, reducing
cotton supplies.

2. Production

Output by the textiles industry has been declining at an increasing
rate: from 1980 to 1981, production declined by 0.2 per cent, in 1982
by 0.7 per cent and in 1983 by 15.7 per cent; the decline was steepest in
respect of cordage, rope and twine, followed by crocheted and knitted goods,
and to a lesser extent spun, woven and finished goods.

In the clothing industry output has shown variations: in 1981
production was 28.3 per cent down in relation to the preceding year, but
in 1982 a slight recovery was recorded, by 4.1 per cent.

1973=100

Production Index 1980 1981 1982 1983

Textiles Industry 108 107.8 107 90.2
Spun, Woven, Finished Products 116.3 119.3 117.2 100.8
Knitted Products 67.9 56.4 63.3
Cordage Rope Twine 146.7 95.9 63.6 43.3

Clothing Industry 72.2 51.8 53.9

Source: TINTEC (Peru)
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3. Production problems

In the difficult period that the textiles industry is currently
experiencing, its competitiveness is impaired by various structural
difficulties such as: the high cost of man-made fibres, and difficulties in
obtaining cheap cottons; limited possibilities for economies of scale
because of the small size of undertakings and too much product
diversification; and inadequate marketing mechanisms, both within the
country and abroad.

4. Employment and number of establishments

The textiles industry as a whole employed some 42,000 workers in 1981
of whom the majority (55.7 per cent) were engaged in the production of spun,
woven and finished goods; the clothing industry was in second place
(25.8 per cent) followed by the knitted goods sector (13 per cent); the
share of other branches was negligible.

In 1981, there were 1,778 textiles and clothing undertakings in Peru
comprising 937 in clothing (53 per cent of the total); 374 in knitted
products (21 per cent) and 353 in spun, woven and finished textile products
(20 per cent).

(b) Developments in trade

1. General developments

Peru's total textile exports in the period 1980-1984 showed an
appreciable deterioration in relation to the preceding years. In 1980 those
exports had totalled $171.3 million; in 1981 they declined by about
$3 million to the level of $169.2 million and dropped back still further
in 1982 to the level of $136.9 million; 1983 brought a slight recovery when
these exports totalled $139.3 million. As regards 1984, up to the month of
June exports had reached a level higher than in the preceding year.

During most of the period under review, Peru's textile imports
increased significantly, mainly because of government-authorized opening of
the market. Since 1983 these imports have been declining appreciably as a
result of corrective measures applied to import liberalization.

Over the period 1980-1984, total clothing exports developed
irregularly, reaching a peak in 1982. In 1981, clothing exports reached a
value of $56.6 million; in 1982 they increased by nearly 100 per cent to
the level of $108.2 million, due mainly to a pronounced increase in exports
to the United States - from $19.1 million in 1981 to $50.3 million in 1982.
In 1983, clothing exports declined steeply, from $108.2 million to
$20.2 million and up to June of 1984 these exports totalled $10.9 million.
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2. Trade balances and levels

Peru's generally positive trade balance in textiles fluctuated
considerably during the 1978-1983 period with the largest balance being
achieved in 1980 but declining sharply in the 1982 recession year. Clothing
trade, also with a positive balance has fluctuated even more sharply than
textiles rising from $3 million in 1978 to $96 million in 1982 but dropping
with even greater rapidity to just $9 million in 1983.

Imports, Exports and Balance of Trade

Source: UN Trade Data Tapes
Note: Table refers to MFA text miles and clothing while preceding data

refers to total trade in all textiles and clothing.

3. Direction of trade

Peru's textiles trade is dominated by developed members with
about 80 per cent of both imports and exports. Clothing imports at low
levels have been sourced predominantly in developed members although
in 1983, the share of developing members increased sharply. Clothing
exports were divided between developed and developing members in 1981-1982;
however the substantially reduced level of clothing exports in 1983 were
almost all shipped to developed members.

(US$ millions)

Trade in MFA Textiles
and Clothing 1973 1978 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984

Textiles Imports 13 5 19 25 29 17
Exports 5 63 150 144 113 120
Balance -8 58 131 119 84 103

Clothing Imports n n 1 5 6 5
Exports n 3 39 51 102 16
Balance 3 38 46 J 96 9
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Shares of Selected Country Groupings in Total Imports and
Exports of Textiles and Clothing (in per cent)

TEXTILES 1973 1978 1980 1981 1982 1983

MFA members'

Developed 86 81 77 79 77 85

IMPORTS Developing 7 13 14 il 16 il

FROM ETA 0.5 1 0.6 0.3 0.8

China 1 0.5 n n

Non-MFA members 5 5 8 10 6 3

MFA members

Developed 59 84 77 79 84 77
EXPORTS Developing 8 4 5 6 6 5

TO ETA members 0.3 0.6 0.3

China n

Non-MFA members 33 12 18 15 9 17

CLOTHING

MFA members

Developed 43 94 68 80 61 48

IMPORTS Developing 3 1 22 5 21 38
FROM ETA members 0.2 0.2

China 0.2 0.1 0.1 1

Non-MFA members 54 4 9 14 17 6

MFA members

Developed 88 75 33 46 53 95
EXPORTS Developing 6 3 48 50 40 0.3

TO ETA members 0.1 n

China

Non-MFA members 7 22 18 4 7 3

¹The term "members" relates to MFA III membership as at October 1985.
n = negligible
Source: UN Trade Data Tapes
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(B) GOVERNMENT MEASURES

1. Adjustment

There is no government policy exclusively for the textiles sector.
Nevertheless general adjustment measures designed to develop this sector
include the reorientation of production in the direction of exports, through
increased tax incentives and a higher certax rate (tax rebate certificate)
and the conclusion of a bilateral textiles agreement with the United States,
with a view to sustained growth of Peru's textiles exports to that country
over a five-year period.

2. Import liberalization

During the period under consideration, 1980-1984, a neo-liberal
economic policy was in effect which encouraged imports, and in many
instances resulted in dumping with unfair competition in respect of domestic
industry.

In mid-1984 measures were approved to correct the liberalization
process; these measures included suspension of imports of made-up articles,
and suspension of imports of woven fabrics.

3. Labour environment

During the period under consideration, the legislative decree on work
stability adopted in 1978 remained in effect, providing for establishment of
recent recruits after three-years' employment in the same undertaking.

As from 1 January 1983, legislation was approved providing for
70 per cent of the consumer price index to be paid to textile workers as a
direct wage increase on a monthly basis, and with effect from 1 April 1984,
80 per cent of the consumer price index as a monthly wage adjustment
mechanism.

(C) AUTONOMOUS ADJUSTMENT MEASURES

As regards the private sector, the following measures may be noted:

- Modernization of factories, allowing production of finishing
fabrics and made-up articles and high-quality spun goods.

- Continuing vertical integration through continuous processing in
factories, from the raw material stage to output of woven fabrics
and/or made-up articles.
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POLAND

(A) STATUS OF THE INDUSTRIES

(a) Changes in production, industrial structures, employment, etc.

1. General developments

The textiles and clothing industries in Poland are undergoing a general
deceleration of development in these sectors. Between 1978 and 1984 the
total value of marketed output, measured in constant prices, has actually
declined in the textiles industry by 20 per cent while in the clothing
industry it has increased by less than 4 per cent.

These trends were in some measure related to the overall worsening of
the country's economic situation at the turn of the decade, but they also
seem to reflect a more permanent change in the relative importance of the
two industries in Poland's industrial structure.

2. Production

The production index for Poland shows a general declining trend in
textiles with the sharpest drops in 1981-1982. Clothing production also
declined in 1981-1982 although partial recovery was achieved in 1983.

1973=100

Source: COM.TEX/W/157 and 173.

3. Employment

The declining trend is also confirmed by employment data which shows
steady decreases in the textiles industry with the sharpest losses occurring
in 1982-1983. The clothing industry was relatively stable during
the 1978-1981 period but fell sharply in 1982 followed by stability at the

Production Indices 1978 | 1979 1980 1981 1983 1983

Textiles 146 144 143 124 111 113
Clothing 143 141 146 139 134 142
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lower levels in 1983-1984. The total employment in 1984 was
546,000 persons, down 21 per cent from the peak level of 675,000 persons
in 1976.

(1973=100)

Employment Indices 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984

Textiles 99 97 95 93 82 77 76
Clothing 100 98 97 98 91 91 92

Source: COM.TEX/W/157 and 173.

4. Developments in certain sub-sectors

The physical volume of output of all basic types of textile products
has declined significantly, particularly since the beginning of the present
decade. The following lines of production have been particularly affected
by such developments between 1980 and 1983: cotton and cotton-like yarn
(-19 per cent), wool yarn (-24 per cent), ffinished cotton and cotton-like
fabrics (-18 per cent), finished wool fabrics (-19 per cent), natural silk
fabrics (-29 per cent) and fabrics of man-made fibres (-12 per cent). In
the same period the production of clothing and apparel decreased in quantity
terms by a little over 10 per cent.

The number of spindles used in the manufacture of cotton and wool yarns
has declined between 1978 and 1983 by 12 per cent, while the number of looms
has decreased in the same proportion from 53.8 thousand to 47.7 thousand
in 1983.

5. Structural changes

The structural changes in Poland's textiles and clothing industries
include a dramatic shift from small to medium and large enterprises.
Whereas in 1978, 14 per cent of all textile plants employed between 200
and 1,000 workers, today the enterprises of this size account for over
40 per cent of the total. A similar change in the clothing and apparel
sector has been even more pronounced: from 4 to 66 per cent during the same
period. This trend, generated by an extensive modernization of productive
capacities in the late 1970s and by the consequent elimination and/or
amalgamation of small and relatively less efficient units, has helped to
counter the effects of reduced employment, higher wages and other
cost-related factors.

6. Investment

Poland's textiles industry has experienced one of the steepest declines
in total new investment expenditure as compared to other industrial sectors.
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Between 1978 and 1983, the annual fixed-price investment outlays in the
textiles industry plummeted by 60 per cent and despite some improvement
achieved in 1984 are still approximately one-third below the level attained
in the early 1970s. By contrast, the clothing industry has been able to
regain much of the ground lost during the fall in investment expenditure
experienced in the last few years, althougn in 1983 this expenditure when
adjusted for price changes was still almost 10 per cent below the 1978
level.

(b) Developments in trade

1. Trade balance and levels

Poland's positive trade balance in textiles increased in 1981 on the
basis of a sharp decline in imports along with a more moderate drop in
exports. In 1982, however, exports fell by a greater amount than imports,
thereby reducing the positive balance. In 1983, imports of textiles
increased while exports continued to fall, producing a negative trade
balance. In clothing trade, the positive balance declined each year during
the 1980-1983 period with the largest annual drop occurring in 1983.

The overall statistical information calls for an important qualifier:
in recent years approximately half of all exports of clothing has gone to
Eastern Europe. While the remainder is large enough to secure for Poland
the status of a net exporter of clothing and apparel to other destinations,
the overall balance of trade, excluding East-European trading area, in
products covered by the MFA was almost perfectly neutral in 1984.

Imports, Exports and Balance of Trade

(US$ millions)
Trade in MFA Textiles 1980 1981 1982 1983

Textiles Imports 298 181 125 260
Exports 454 | 388 271 215
Balance 156 207 146 -45

Clothing Imports 153 118 82 175
Exports 641 507 362 267
Balance 488 389 278 92

Source: UN Trade Data Tapes

2. Direction of trade

Poland's textile imports are broadly based with about 40 per cent
originating in developed members and about one quarter in developing
members. Textile exports are shipped primarily to non-MFA members, about
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60 per cent, and one-third to developed members. In the clothing trade,
imports from developed members, which had exceeded 50 per cent of total
imports in 1981-1982, fell to 37 per cent while imports from developing
members increased 12 per cent to 34 per cent. Clothing exports to developed
members increased in 1982 and 1983 while exports to non-MFA members tended
to decrease.
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Shares of Selected Country Groupings in Total Imports and
Exports of Textiles and Clothing in per cent)

TEXTILES 1980 1981 1982 1983

MFA members¹
Developed 43 35 40 43

IMPORTS Developing 26 29 15 24

FROM ETA members 8 12 18 12

China 7 5 3 7

Non-MFA members 17 20 24 14

MFA members

Developed 31 28 32 34

EXPORTS Developing 5 3 3 6

TO ETA members 0.9 1 1 0.8

China 3 4 3 2

Non-MFA members 60 63 60 56

CLOTHING

MFA members

Developed 42 52 56 37

IMPORTS Developing 13 il 12 34

FROM ETA members 5 7 7 5

China 19 15 6 9

Non-MFA members 22 16 19 15

MFA members

Developed 29 29 33 42

EXPORTS Developing 0.8 1 0.9 1

TO ETA members 4 5 4 3

China

Non-MFA members 64 64 61 52

¹The terms "members" relates to MFA III
n = negligible
Source: UN Trade Data Tapes

membership as at October 1985.
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(B) GOVERNMENT MEASURES

Economic policies and measures pursued by the government vis-à-vis the
textiles and clothing industries are essentially the same as those aimed at
other industrial sectors. No specific preferences are offered for
individual enterprises and/or lines of production, with the exception of
products of high social priority such as children's apparel in lower price
ranges or protective clothing for industrial workers.

Because of an exceptionally high share of female labour in total
employment, the textiles and clothing industries benefit from certain
special treatment in terms of social policies (increased labour safety
standards, shortened work-time, etc.) with consequent downward pressure on
labour productivity and profit.

Under the presently reformed system of general decentralization of the
national. economic management, enterprises have a far-reaching effective
control over such operational aspects as research and development, planning
and plan execution, investment, employment, remuneration levels, price
policy, allocation of output between domestic and external markets and
procurement of imported inputs.

According to the same set of economic policy guidelines, all imports,
including textiles and clothing, are to be financed by the enterprises
themselves, largely out of their export earnings. While this principle is
gradually being implemented, a substantial part of the scarce convertible
currency resources still continues to be allocated following a
centrally-determined order of economic and social priorities. Textiles and
clothing sectors have a high ranking among such priority areas, both with
regard to imports of inputs for industrial enterprises and imports of
finished products for the domestic market.

(C) INCREASED ACCESS TO THE MARKET

Due to the extremely precarious payments situation, total imports of
textiles and clothing decreased substantially in the trough of the economic
crisis experienced by Poland in the early 1980s.

The upturn in imports began in 1982 and continues to be maintained,
particularly in such product categories as cotton yarn and cotton and wool
fabrics, where the bulk of suppliers comes from developing countries. Also,
imports of clothing and apparel are on the rise again, albeit at a somewhat
slower rate.

The value of trade in textiles and clothing is rebounding from the
depressed levels of the early 1980s. In 1984 the total exports and imports
of all product categories, in current prices, exceeded the 1983 levels
by 26 per cent and 17 per cent respectively.
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SWEDEN

(A) AUTONOMOUS ADJUSTMENT MEASURES

(a) Changes in production, industrial structures, employment, etc.

1. Production

Production in the Swedish textiles and clothing industries decreased
substantially during the 1970s, particularly since 1975. By 1984, Swedish
production of textiles and clothing, in terms of production indices, had
gone down to 69 and 36 respectively from the 1973 base year. In respect of
textiles production, the lowest point was reached in 1982 followed by very
moderate growth in both 1983 and 1984. In clothing production, however, the
decline has been steady with no recovery after the economic recession.

1973=100

Production Indices 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984

Textiles 76 76 71 66 64 66 69
Clothing 52 52 51 46 41 38 36

Source: COM.TEX/W/157 and 173

2. Production units established abroad

In the adjustment to new trade patterns and changes in relative labour
costs the Swedish clothing industry has established some production abroad,
thereby improving the viability of production units at home. At present
approximately sixty factories in Finland, Portugal and other countries, with
a total of some 8,000 employees, are managed or owned by Swedish clothing
companies.

The usual pattern in these cases is that garments are cut in Sweden and
sewn in other countries. During 1982, 24 per cent of the Swedish production
of knitted outerwear was cut but not sewn in Sweden. The corresponding
figure for outerwear other than knitted is 10 per cent. Twenty-six per cent
of the Swedish production of underwear is cut at home and sewn abroad.

There is no information available on the total share of the Swedish
consumption that is taken by production units abroad. However,
7,500 employees abroad compared to 28,000 at home indicates that the
production abroad adds some 25 per cent to the production of clothing at
home.
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3. Employment

The number of employees within the Swedish textiles and clothing
industries fell from 29,000 and 27,000 respectively in 1973 to 16,500
and 11,400 respectively in 1983. Their share of the total industrial
employment declined from 3.3 and 3.0 per cent respectively in 1973 to 2.2
and 1.5 per cent respectively in 1983.

Another important factor, the textiles and clothing industries have
a very high degree of regional concentration. Thirty-six per cent of the
employment is found within one county within which some municipalities have
2/3 of the industrial employment in the textiles and clothing industries.
In the municipality of Mark, 77 per cent of the employment in industry is
found in the textiles and clothing industries. The corresponding figures
for the municipalities of Ulricehamn and Boras are 61 and 58 per cent.

1973=100

Employment Indices 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984

Textiles 79 77 77 71 63 58 59
Clothing 65 57 55 53 51 48 43

4. Number of establishments

In 1973 the Swedish textiles and clothing industries encompassed
about 1,000 production units: the textiles industry consisted of
approximately 476 production units while the clothing industry had 655. The
number of units has diminished in parallel with the decreases in production.
In 1984 the number of textiles and clothing industry units had declined
to 289 and 278 units respectively (preliminary figures). The overwhelming
share of the eliminated production units has been made up of small-sized
companies of less than 100 employees. In 1983 only twelve production units
within the textiles industry and four units within the clothing industry had
more than 200 employees. The decreases since 1973 are primarily due to the
fact that the clothing industry has successively lost market shares in
Sweden. Imports (in tonnes) increased by 39 per cent between 1973-1984.

In 1984 there were fifteen amalgations within the textiles and clothing
industries. Further, twenty-four units within the textiles industry and
thirty units within the clothing industry closed down.

Fierce competition has led to low profitability in the textiles and
clothing industries. Almost 20 per cent of the employees are working in
unprofitable plants.
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5. Investment

Investments

(in current prices)

SEK Million 1973 1980 1981 1982 1983 Prel.
1984

Textiles industr

Buildings 55 94 60 42 27 58
Machinery 130 212 218 202 204 270

Clothing industry
Buildings 7 13 8 6 3 14
Machinery 30 39 43 57 39 37

(b) Developments in trade

1. Trade balances and levels

Sweden has consistently maintained negative trade balances in both
textiles and clothing over the past decade. The textiles deficit reached
its highest point in 1980 after which imports declined sharply in both 1981
and 1982 while exports declined at a more moderate rate. The deficit in
clothing trade also peaked in 1980, fluctuated in 1981 and 1982 then
declined in 1983 and increased moderately in the following year. These
developments resulted from wide variations in clothing import patterns with
an increase of 56 per cent, in value terms, between 1978-1980 and a decrease
of 28 per cent between 1980-1983. Exports, at a considerably lower value
level, decreased annually from 1981 to 1983 followed by a slight increased
in 1984.

Imports, Exports and Balance of Trade

(US$ millions)

Trade in MFA Textiles 1973 1978 1980 1981 1 1982 1983 1984
and Clothing

Textiles Imports 493 689 925 734 676 635 661
Exports 180 267 387 349 318 322 335
Balance -313 -422 -538 -385 -358 -313 -326

Clothing Imports 370 787 1,229 1,068 1,003 881 919
Exports 122 200 273 235 199 196 203
Balance -248 -587 -956 -833 -904 -685 -716

Source: UN Trade Data Tapes
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2. Direction of trade

Sweden's textiles trade is dominated by other developed MFA members who
supply over three quarters of import and receive over 85 per cent of
exports. In the clothing trade, imports are sourced primarily in developed
MFA members averaging 60 per cent in the 1980s. Developing MFA members
supplied 28 per cent on average over the past five years. Clothing exports
are almost entirely shipped to developed MFA members, standing at 97 per
cent between 1981-1984.
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Shares of Selected Ccuntry Groupings in Total Imports and
Exports of Textiles and Clothing (in per cent)

TEXTILES 1973 1978 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984

MFA members¹

Developed 79 79 77 77 77 77 77

IMPORTS Developing 6 8 9 10 10 10 10

FROM ETA members 2 2 2 2 1 2 2

China 1 1 2 2 3 3 3

Non-MFA members 11 10 10 9 9 9 9

MFA members

Developed 88 86 86 86 86 87 84
EXPORTS Developing 3 5 4 4 4 4 4

TO ETA members 0.6 0.8 0.6 0.6 0.7 0.9 0.8
China n n n n

Non-MFA members 9 9 9 10 9 9 il

CLOTHING

MFA members

Developed 62 64 63 61 59 59 57
IMPORTS Developing 25 26 26 28 30 29 29
FROM ETA members 0.8 0.9 1 0.9 0.7 0.8 0.8

China 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.6 0.7 0.7 0.8
Non-MFA members 12 8 10 9 10 il 12

MFA members

Developed 97 98 98 97 97 97 97
EXPORTS Developing 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2
TO ETA members n n n 0.1 0.3 0.2 0.2

China

Non-MFA members 2 2 2 2 3 2 2

¹The term "members" relates
n = negligible
Source: UN Trade Data Tapes

to MFA III membership as at October 1985.
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(B) GOVERNMENT MEASURES

One of the principal aims of the government measures which are targeted
on the textiles and clothing industries in Sweden is to encourage companies
to concentrate in product areas where there are possibilities of being
competitive without any future government support in the form of trade
policy measures or otherwise.

Government measures to assist structural changes, rationalization and
readjustment in order to increase the competitiveness of the textiles and
clothing industries have been in operation since 1970 and 1981. Measures to
secure the supply of essential textiles in case Sweden would be cut off from
foreign supply sources have been in operation since 1972.

During recent years the Government has practised an active labour
market policy in the form of both general and sector specific measures.
Measures with regard to the textiles and clothing industries have
progressively increased in importance. Among the measures taken in this
context mention could be made of grants for education of employees
threatened to be laid off, as well as temporary grants to companies to
employ persons above the age of fifty within the textiles and clothing
industries.

Labour policy

The purpose of the measures taken with regard to the textiles and
clothing industries has primarily been to assist in maintaining a minimum
viable production and to handle the decrease in employment and other
adjustment effects in a socially acceptable manner. The measures taken are:

(a) grants for education of employees threatened to be laid off;

(b) temporary grants to companies employing persons above the age of fifty
within the textiles and clothing industries (to be successively
decreased pursuant to a decision made by the Parliament last year);

(c) the Parliament has recently decided to introduce a new form of
educational assistance for newly hired personnel in the textiles and
clothing industries;

(d) since 1977 there has been an advisory council under the Ministry of
Industry dealing with, among other things, the question of what
influence developments within the textiles and clothing industries will
have on the labour force;

(e) in order to assist business in abandoning unprofitable sectors of the
economy there are Government funds spent on an active labour and
regional policy. Measures in this framework are available to assist
industrial adjustment in general; no specific evaluation has yet been
made to assess their affects in the textiles and clothing industries;
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(f) with the purpose of diminishing negative effects on employment in areas
dominated by the textiles and clothing industries, the Government is
offering enterprises in other sectors, willing to establish themselves
in these areas, localization support and possibilities of using their
investment funds.

Government measures to encourage businesses which are less competitive
internationally to move progressively into more viable lines of production
or improve viability of current lines of production

Government measures to promote the competitiveness of the textiles and
clothing industries include certain marketing support, primarily in the form
of export promotion, as well as support for conversion, training of workers
and management, depreciation loans for investments in increased efficiency
and support for research and development.

The aim of the conversion support measures is to stimulate enterprises
to utilize consultants in finding means for amalgamation or co-operation
between firms or in the organizational changes needed within enterprises
facing rapid adjustment and specialization.

The educational programme is designed to stimulate development in the
main spheres of company managment ard finance, production and marketing and
personnel management. The programme includes specialized courses and
conferences.

Within the export promotion programme, projects which promote a better
structure for the industry are given priority, e.g. joing export actions.
Project support can only be considered for initial expenses. In this
context grants can be paid to cover part of the cost for market analysis,
marketing planning and product adjustment. Certain assistance can also be
given to collective activities, such as fashion displays. For fiscal
year 1983/1984 SEK 60.5 million have been proposed by the Government for
programmes of this kind. The Government has proposed that these programmes
be extended until the end of the fiscal year 1985/1986.

A special programme of support measures for rationalization within the
clothing industry has been in operation since 1976. The aim of the
programme is to encourage the introduction of new production techniques
through support for investments increasing efficiency and increased support
for research and development. The support for investment increasing
efficiency takes the form of special depreciation loans. When applications
for such loans are examined, special attention is given to the possibilities
for a long term and stable access to markets for the product areas
concerned. For the fiscal year 1983/1984 SEK 20 million have been proposed.

The Government measu-es aimed at securing the supply of textiles and
clothing products in case Sweden should be cut off from imports consist
mainly of depreciation loans. These loans were earlier intended to initiate
investments necessary to secure emergency supply capacity. In 1982 the
measure was changed into an instrument for the National Board of Economic
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Defence to procure from companies the general service of maintaining a
certain emergency production capacity. Companies are required to take steps
which can result in eliminating in the long run any need for new loans.
Therefore the loans will impact more directly than before on the adjustment
process. For fiscal year 1983/1984 SEK 78 million have been set aside
principally for loans of this kind.

In 1978 the Government took over three major and some smaller companies
within the textiles and clothing industries and merged them into one
company. The structural changes have been more extensive in this company
than in the textiles and clothing industries as a whole.

There is no systematic information available of the number of
firms/workers that benefit from the various government measures. The number
of firms that benefit from the measures to assist conversion and
rationalization varies from year to year.

To qualify for these kinds of government measures the firms must be
regarded as viable in the long run. Some measures are not available for all
firms i.e. the support for investments is directed to the clothing industry
and is not available for most textile firms.

To qualify for measures aimed at securing the supply of essential
textiles in case Sweden would be cut off from foreign supply sources, the
firms have to guarantee certain production capacity.

In 1977, an advisory council for the textiles and clothing industries
was set up under the Ministry of Industry, with representatives from the
Government, employers and employees. The main task of the Council is to
follow developments within the textiles and clothing industries, mainly long
term trends, including the analysis of consequences of these developments on
the labour force and on the structure of the industry. Measures could be
proposed in a government bill and could consist of grants and concessional
loans.

Government support to research and development is extended by the Board
of Technical Development in the form of grants and concessional loans.

Government measures to encourage business to move into other sectors of the
economy

The main example of policies in Sweden designed to assist business in
abandoning unprofitable sectors and moving into more profitable sectors of
the economy, is the government funds spent on an active labour and regional
policy. Measures within this framework are available to assist industrial
adjustment in general: no specific evaluation has yet been made to assess
their effects in the textiles and clothing industries. Earlier the decrease
in employment within these industries, to a large extent, took place within
regions with a comparatively diversified industrial sector. Decreases are
now being registered mainly in areas with a relatively one-sided industrial
life. With the purpose of diminishing negative effects in employment in
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areas dominated by the textiles and clothing industries the Government is
offering enterprises in other sectors, willing to establish themselves in
these areas, localization support and possibilities of using their
investment fund.

In 1982 SEK 15 million were set aside for a three year period as a
special measure to create employment in five municipalities with a high
concentration of textiles and clothing companies.

Measures to deal with problems arising from closure of plants

Under the above heading of "Labour Policy" the Government tries to make
the enterprises better prepared than they have been earlier when confronting
a "close-down". One measure taken in this respect is a so-called conversion
support whose aim is to stimulate enterprises to utilize consultants in
finding ways of amalgamation or co-operation between firms or in the
organizational changes needed within companies facing rapid adjustment and
specialization.

(C) INCREASED ACCESS TO THE MARKET

During the period 1973 to 1984, Swedish imports of textiles and
clothing have increased rapidly, from SEK 2.1 and 1.7 billion respectively
in 1973 to SEK 5.3 and 8.2 billion respectively in 1984. During the
twelve-month period July 1984 to June 1985 the figure was SEK 5.6
and 8.9 billion respectively. In 1984, imports of clothing accounted
for 85 per cent of the total supply.

The quantitative share of developing countries in Swedish imports of
clothing amounted almost to 32 per cent in 1984. For textiles the figure
was almost 10 per cent. In this context it may also be noted that GATT
statistics (COM.TEX/W/134) give Sweden a position as the world's biggest
importer per capita of clothing from developing countries.

The import shares of textile products (yarn, woven and knitted fabrics)
and clothing have developed in the following way since 1976.

Imports Share of Total Supply in Tonnes

1 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984

Textiles 73 74 76 77 77 76 77 75 74
Clothing 63 71 74 78 80 82 83 84 85
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Evolution of restrictions since the coming into force of MFA agreements

MFA I

During MFA I, bilateral agreements were concluded with Hong Kong,
India, Japan, Korea, Macao, Malaysia, Pakistan and Singapore. Under these
new agreements a number of previously restricted items were liberalized, and
a few new items were included. Sweden maintained its trade agreements with
Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Poland and Romania, with the liberalization of a
number of items on 1 January 1975. Agreements with Malta and Mauritius were
also notified.

MFA I agreements concluded under Article 3 or Article 4 by Sweden were
selective in nature, generally covering a few clothing items and in one or
two cases also bed-linen and towels. They were of short duration and more
than one agreement was concluded with the trading partners during this
period. Base levels were higher than past trade or restraint levels by
between 1 and 30 per cent, growth where applicable, was between 0.05 and
3.8 per cent. Swing, where applicable, varied between zero and 5 per cent
and carryover/carryforward 10 per cent/5 per cent.

During this period Sweden had taken unilateral measures under
Article 3:5 with respect to imports of certain items from India and Pakistan.
One item so restricted from India was subsequently superseded by a bilateral
agreement. Other measures with respect to imports from both countries lapsed
on 31 December 1977.

MFA II

During-MFA II, Sweden concluded bilateral agreements with Hong Kong,
India, Korea, Macao, Pakistan, the Philippines, Singapore, Sri Lanka,
Thailand and Yugoslavia. Its system of quotas with respect to imports from
Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Poland and Romania as well as other non-MFA
State-trading countries remained unchanged. Agreements with Malta and
Mauritius were also notified.

In 1978 Sweden introduced a new category system, covering clothing, and
some made-up products. These items were divided into fourteen groups. The
system was further modified in 1980 by the addition of some made-up items,
and by the division of all restricted products into twenty groups.

Bilateral agreements during MFA II included either the fourteen groups,
or the twenty groups (or part thereof). They continued to be short-term
agreements, and more than one agreement was concluded with each trading
partner. Base levels were lower than, equal to, or higher than past
restraint/trade levels. Growth varied between 0 per cent and 3.8 per cent,
(in one case 8.6 per cent). Generally there was no provision for swing,
except in two agreements where swing of 1 per cent was provided for.
Carryover and carry forward varied from agreement to agreement; in some
there was no provision, in others between 5 per cent carryover to 10 per cent
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carryover, or between 5 per cent/2.5 per cent and 10 per cent/5 per cent or
5 per cent plus 5 per cent; in some cases the cumulative use of carryover
and carry forward was limited. All agreements with MFA participants during
MFA II included all clothing items, and some made-up articles (bed-linen,
travelling rugs, towels). Some agreements also included sails and curtains.

MFA III

During MFA III Sweden notified new agreements with Brazil, Hong Kong,
India, Indonesia, Macao, Malaysia, Pakistan, the Philippines, Singapore,
Sri Lanka and Yugoslavia. Indonesia was not previously subject to
restraint. Certain other agreements have been renewed and will be notified
after signing. Agreements with Malta and Mauritius have also been renewed.
Sweden's system of quotas with respect to imports from China,
Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Poland and Romania as well as other planned economy
countries has remained in principle unchanged, though some imports have been
liberalized.

Sweden has not altered the structure of its agreements under the MFA.
They have been reached on the basis of the the minimum viable production
clause with respect to growth, as well as paragraph 11 of the 1981 Protocol
with respect to flexibility provisions.

(D) COUNTRY STATEMENT

Rapidly changing market conditions have made it necessary for the
Swedish textiles and clothing industries to carry out adjustment measures
such as close-downs and amalgamations, which have led to substantial
decreases in production. Adjustment has also taken the form of intensified
product development as well as increased efforts in design, marketing,
finance and the training of personnel. The specific government measures
affecting the textiles and clothing industries in Sweden have primarily
aimed at alleviating and smoothing the readjustment. It should, however, be
recalled that the MFA recognizes the importance of avoiding damage to the
minimum viable production of countries having small markets, an
exceptionally high level of imports and a correspondingly low level of
domestic production. In view of the very serious decline in Swedish
textiles and clothing production during the last decade, adjustment in forms
which would imply further shrinking of the industries concerned does not
seem to be consistent with the objective mentioned above.
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YUGOSLAVIA

(A) STATUS OF THE INDUSTRIES

(a) Changes in production, industrial structures, employment, etc.

1. Production

The manufacture of both textiles and clothing, based on production
indices, increased in 1984 after remaining stable in 1982-1983. Greater
emphasis has been placed on clothing production in recent years with its
share of total production rising from 48.5 per cent in 1977 to 59.5 per cent
in 1983-1984. Concurrently, the share of yarns and fabrics has fallen from
51.5 per cent to 40.5 per cent over this period.

In volume tens, production of cotton yarn and woollen fabrics have
shown increases between 1981-1984 while declines were registered in cotton
fabrics, artificial silk fabrics and wool yarn. In the production of
finished textile products, most categories experienced growth during the
three-year period with only stockings declining on a regular basis.

Production 1982 1983 1984

Textile yarns and fabrics

Cotton yarn¹ (tonnes) 120,825 120,535 128,676
Wool yarn²(tonnes) 53,024 51,076 52,166
Cotton fabrics ('000 m² 371,560 379,257 318,180
Woollen fabrics ('000 m²) 94,114 96,184 99,168
Artificial silk fabrics ('000 m²) 36,289 34,915 32,846

Finished textile products

Ready-made underwear ('000 m²) 87,651 81,612 1 103,302
Ready-made textile clothing ('000 m²) 169,719 176,436 174,031
Other ready-made clothing ('000 m²) 72,598 75,797 83,892
Knitwear (tonnes) 30,636 30,598 34,075
Stockings ('000 of pairs) 208,357 201,941 199,325

¹ncluding cellulose fibre

²Including sisal and hemp fibre

³Including fabrics manufactured from man-made cellulosic fibres

1983=100

Production Indices 1981 1982 1983 1984

Textile .-
yarns and fabrics 102 99 100 104

Clothing 100 100 100 108
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2. Employment

Between 1981 and 1983 employment in the textile yarns and fabrics
industry increased 3 per cent to reach a level of 136,900 workers while the
finished textile products industry grew 8.4 per cent to 240,200 workers.
These industries employ almost 16 per cent of the total in the overall
manufacturing and mining sector.

3. Number of establishments

The number of production units increased in both 1981 and 1982 to reach
a level of 375 in yarns and fabrics and 911 in finished textile products.

Employment ('000) Establishments (units)

1981 1982 1983 1981 1982

Yarns and fabrics 132.8 135.0 136.9 366 375

Finished textile
products 221.6 230.4 240.2 909 911

4. Labour productivity

Measured in terms of an index, labour productivity achieved
considerable increases up to 1981 after which productivity declined
in 1982-1983, particularly in the finished textile products sector.

Labour Productivity 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983

Yarns and fabrics 94 94 99 103 lOS 100 100
Finished textile

products 89 92 99 102 104 100 96

5. Capacity utilization

During the six year period 1977-1982 the percentage capacity
utilization in both industries fluctuated within a narrow range. In each of
the three reference years, both yarns and fabrics and finished textile
products performed better than the total manufacturing and mining sector.

Capacity Utilization (%) 1977 1981 1982

Yarns and fabrics 84 85 83
Finished textile products 82 84 82
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6. Investment

Investment in the yarns and fabrics industry declined in 1981 from the
previous year but fully recovered and advanced substantially in 1982.
Investment levels in the finished textile products industry increased
by 36 per cent in 1981 and a further 57 per cent in 1982.

(b) Evolution of the markets

1. Balance of trade and levels

Yugoslavia has maintained a positive trade balance in textiles
since 1980 with a peak level being reached in 1981 after which imports
declined moderately while exports dropped more sharply. Consequently, the
positive balance in 1983 has been considerably reduced from the levels
achieved in 1981-1982. In the clothing trade, the trade balance has been
consistently positive with substantial increases up to 1981 as a result of
steady imports at low levels and large annual increases in exports. In 1982
exports decreased by 6 per cent followed by a further 15 per cent decline
in 1983, reducing the positive balance.

Imports, Exports and Balance of Trade

(US$ millions)
Trade in MFA Textiles 1973 1978 1980 1981 1982 1983

and Clothing

Textiles Imports 193 235 310 348 308 321
Exports 134 211 364 519 470 391
Balance -59 -24 54 170 162 70

Clothing Imports 18 25 22 22 19 18
Exports 124 202 349 557 524 447
Balance 106 177 327 536 504 429

Source: UN Trade Data Tapes

(million Dinars)

Investment 1980 1981 1982

Yarns and fabrics 4,343 3,829 5,242
Finished textile products 3,389 4,609 7,252


